**Suggestion 6: TeamNavigation – The map of cooperation**

Where are your sources of success within your team? Which rivers connect your employees? Where can you find the challenging summits?

Whether in the countryside or in cities, maps provide us with the necessary overview. At Europa-Park the park map guides you to all the interesting discoveries.

But have you discovered a map of your own team? Does such a map exist? Yes,...

**Activity:**

... you will create such a map yourself and loads of fun is guaranteed.

We offer you an insightful programme module that fits perfectly into the theme of your conference.

In small teams one giant graphical map will be created that shows the structure of cooperation within your team; now and in the future. Fields of resources and competences will be identified as well as paths of communication or viewing platforms for visions. Our team trainer will guide you and show you in which places to have an even closer look. At which “worksites” can you see room for improvement and the need to make a change?

From this map you can then take the necessary actions.

With this individual map you can additionally discover the treasures within your team and navigate together into a successful future.

**Prices and services:**

**Duration:** 2-3 hours, outside (depending on weather)  
**Included:** Supervision through team trainer, material  
**Not included:** Meals and drinks; room hire and technical equipment

- up to 20 people: € 1,700.-  
- up to 100 people: € 3,800.-  
- up to 50 people: € 2,500.-  
- up to 200 people: € 6,000.-

Prices are excluding 19% VAT. We will create your individual quote.

**Recommendation:** (max. •••)

Team •••  
Training •••  
Fun & Action •  
Kick-Off •••